La nueva generación de juguetes y juegos de madera de ANDREU
TOYS, apuestan por una educación inclusiva y con la clara intención
de favorecer y promover la diversidad. Fomentan la diversión durante el
juego, el entretenimiento y el aprendizaje para niñ@s que tengan o no,
algún tipo de diversidad funcional. Nuestros juguetes educativos, están
fabricados con materias primas ecosostenibles y de alta calidad.
Des de 1973 creamos y comercializamos juguetes y juegos educativos
de madera, simples, sólidos, seguros, y cuya materia prima proviene
de árboles autóctonos, los cuales no contienen tratamiento químico y
tienen una larga vida útil.
ANDREU TOYS no solo ofrece juego y diversión, sino que estimulan
sensorial y cognitivamente y por su durabilidad se transforman en
juguetes para recordar, de esos que se atesoran para siempre.
Todos los artículos cumplen con las estrictas normas de seguridad
EN71 de la CEE.

The new generation of Andreu-toys wooden toys and games are committed
to an inclusive education with the clear intention on promoting the diversity.
They encourage the fun on playing, the entertainment and the learning for
children who have or not, some kind of functional diversity. Our educational
toys are manufactured with eco-sustainable and high quality raw materials.
Since 1973 we create and commercialize wooden toys & educational games,
simple, solid, safe, and whose raw material comes from native trees, which
do not contain chemical treatment and have a long useful life.
ANDREU TOYS not only offers play and fun, but they stimulate sensory and
cognitively and because of their durability they become toys that keep a
memory, of those that are treasured forever.
All items comply with the strict safety standards EN71 of the
CEE.

JUGUETES EDUCATIVOS DE MADERA

Wooden Educational Toys

16110

3D Solar System
Circular solar system in 3d. Learn about the
location for each planet in our solar system. Their
differences in size, their names, their corresponding
orbits and their main characteristics. Or also when
a solar eclipse occurs and why...It includes an
educational guide, a cloth bag to store the planets
and some cards with real photographs of the
planets, which will give us basic information such
as: temperature, diameter, level of luminosity, size,
if it is a planet, star or natural satellite . Diameter of
the sun: Ø 4.5 cm. Pieces: 11.

3+

16111A

Solar System Puzzle
Solar system puzzle. Learn the position of the planets in our solar system according
to the sun, their names, the different sizes and their main characteristics. Includes
an educational guide. Includes an educational guide and some cards with real
pictures of the planets with basic information such as the temperature, diameter,
level of luminosity, the size, if it is a planet, a star or a natural satellite. Measures: 33
x 30 x 2 cm. Pieces: 11.

3+

2

NEW

16112

10 Sensory
Sound Cubes
10 Sensory wooden cubes with sounds. Match
the cubes in couples and learn how to discern
between the 5 different sounds. It enhances
the sense of hearing, develop the fine motor
skills and the hand-eye coordination. Great
educational game for children or people with
some type of functional diversity and for the
senior collective. Included cloth bag. Measures
of the cubes: 5 x 5 x 5 cm.

18m

16106

Geo Sensory Shapes
12-piece sensory puzzle, made of natural
wood. Composed of 4 geometric shapes, 4
different engravings and 3 sizes. It sharpens
the sensory development and the classification
of the different pieces, according to their
size, geometric shape and/or its relief. Great
educational game for developing the tactile
recognition. Also for children or people with
some type of functional diversity and for the
senior collective. Measures: 30 x 22,5 x 2,5 cm.
Pieces: 13.

3+

16126

Memo Sensory Puzzle
Pedagogical element to exercise the memory
and sensory development. Use the board to place,
according to the order you prefer, the 9 pieces
with engraved sensory shapes. Then, off the board,
flip or face down the other nine engraved pieces.
The objective of the game is to match the different
pieces with sensorial engravings on the board, using
tactile stimulation. Playing without the board: place
all the pieces face down, mix them up and by turns
and without turning the pieces, touch them one by
one until you find a match. Or take turns picking up
the piece, visualize it and memorize its position, until
you find a match. The classic memory game. From 2
to 99 years old. Measures: 26 x 26 x 2,8 cm. Pieces: 19.

2+

NEW

3

16114

Domino Sensory

m.

1c

Giant sensory domino made of natural
wood. Play with this 28-piece domino
with 7 different sensorial engravings.
Great educational game for developing
the tactile recognition. Also for children
or people with some type of functional
diversity and for the senior collective.
Included cloth bag. Measurements of
each piece: 12 x 6 x 1 cm. Pieces: 28.

6 cm

.

2+

12 cm.

16115

Domino Textures
Play the domino with textures. Great
educational sensory game for
developing the tactile recognition.
Also for children or people with some
type of functional diversity and for the
senior collective.Included cloth bag.
Measurements of the piece: 8 x 4 x 1 cm..
Pieces: 28.

4

2+

16121

Domino Translucent
Translucent domino game. 28 pieces
with 7 different colors, ideal for playing
with the light tables. Use your imagination
to build up different constructions with
the wooden pieces and the colored
transparencies. Create meandering
circuits and play to domino´s efect
theory. It includes some stickers to
visualize the shapes backlightning.
Measures of the piece: 8 x 4 x 1.5 cm.
Pieces: 28.

2+

NEW

16113

Domino Puzzle Animals
28 pieces domino puzzle. Match the
halves of the animals, horizontally
and vertically, to create a beautiful
puzzle. Play the classic dotted
domino game by turning over the
wooden pieces. Included cloth bag.
Measures of the piece: 8 x 4 x 0.7 cm.
Pieces: 28.

2+
5

16241A

Insert - Numbers

Eco Domino Animals

Giant chips with numbers from
0 to 9 and the cut following the
shape of the number to be fitted
with the matching chip. Measure
of the piece: 12 x 6 x 0,9 cm.
Pieces: 20.

Beech wooden domino including 28 chips with 7
illustrations of animals. Piece size: 3,5 x 7 x 0,7 cm.
Packaging: 21 x 16,8 x 7,2 cm. Pieces: 28.

18m

16084

2+

16116

Tactile Cubes
Sensory game to learn to match the 10 textures of the
pieces with the board. Great educational game for
developing the tactile recognition. Also for children or
people with some type of functional diversity and for the
senior collective. Measures: 27 x 11,5 x 4 cm. Pieces: 11.

6

2+

16122

Sensory Logic Blocks
Logic blocks sensory game. Inclusive and pedagogical
element that replaces the colors of the blocks by sensorial
engravings. A different way to use this classic game to
work on its thickness, sizes, geometric shapes and now
sensory stimulation. Each and every one of the exercises
proposed by the conventional logic blocks can be done.
Packaging: 14,5 x 14,5 x 18 cm. Pieces: 48.

2+

NEW

16164

Logic Blocks
Set of 48 geometric pieces:
rectangles, squares, circles and
triangles of different sizes and
thicknesses. It helps children for a
first introduction on concepts logicmaths. Measures: 24,5 x 15 x 8 cm.
Pieces: 48.

16166

Fraction Bars
Set for teaching the basic maths
operations. Colours Cuisenaire.
Measures: 32,5 x 17,5 x 4 cm.
Pieces: 308.

3+

3+

16218

Logic Blocks Attributes
Set for working with the properties of logic
blocks: colors, shapes, sizes, thickness and
negation of all of them. It’s a sorting game.
Measures: 27 x 10 x 5 cm. Pieces: 20.

3+

7

Game example. Form and Quantity.

16123

Sensory Geo String Shapes
Pedagogical inclusive material, ideal for
the development of the tactile perception,
the shape recognition and the logical
reasoning. It includes attributes of numbers,
geometric shapes and sensorial engravings,
which we will use as a guide for the exercises.
The free disposition of the attributes allows
endless possible combinations for the game.
From 2 to 99 years old. Measures: 30 x 6,5 x 10
cm. Pieces: 41.

2+

NEW

16293A

Geo String Shapes
Fantastic manipulative game to develop
visual perception, acknowledgement of
shapes, colors and logical reasoning. It
contains 12 double sided templates and
25 geometric shapes + 1 base.
Measures: 30 x 5,7 x 10 cm. Pieces: 38.

8

3+

16362

Math Abacus
It helps to learn mathematics
like addition and subtraction.
Enhances the mental abilities
of the children and make
arithmetic interesting for them.
Measures: 29 x 14,5 x 7,5 cm.

3+

16233

Threading Shapes
Handling material. It is the ideal complement of
item16182 Threading Forms. It contains 130 pcs.,
10 cords. and 10 templates.
Measures: 28 x 20 x 6,3 cm. Pieces: 150.

3+

16182A

Threading Forms
Fantastic manipulative game which develops
visual perception, acknowledgement of shapes,
colors and logical reasoning.
Measures: 34 x 33 x 4,5 cm. Pieces: 92.

3+

9

16109

Triangle Stacker
Matching game according
to shape and base color.
Ideal for fine motor skills
development, dexterity,
hand-eye coordination
and
manipulation.
Good for inducing to
logic, concordance and
understanding causeeffect. Measures: 18,6 x 15,8
x 12,5 cm. Pieces: 13.

1+

16429

Rainbow Stackers
Ideal stacking and sorting game
for fine motor skills development,
dexterity, hand-eye coordination and
manipulation. Good for inducing to
logic, concordance and understanding
cause-effect.
Measures: 19 x 9,5 x 10 cm. Pieces: 19.

1+

16710

Stacking Beads
8 colors and 32 pieces to fit and
match on the board according
to the color. Pieces designed for
better grip.
Measures: 21 x 21 x 5 cm.
Pieces: 33.

1+

10

16707

Fraction Learning Puzzle
Each circle can be associated
according its color and the number of
fractions. The board includes from 1 to
6 fractions.
Measures: 30 x 21 x 2,5 cm. Pieces: 22.

1+

16426

3 Geo Shapes
Thickness board: 1,3 cm.
Measures: 20 x 20 x 2,5 cm.
Pieces: 13.

1+

16425

4 Geo Shapes
Multipurpose educational toy allowing you the opportunity to
introduce and teach multiple concepts like shapes, height and
colors, through fun activities like stacking, sorting and counting.
Children will have fun stacking the pieces in the appropriate
place on the sturdy wooden base. The wooden shapes can also
be used as building and stacking blocks. Apart from teaching
shapes, colors, height and counting, this toy also develops handeye coordination and motor skills. Measures: 20 x 20 x 4 cm.
Pieces: 17.

1+

11

16712

16714

Shape

Geometric

Measures: 30 x 30 x 3,8 cm.

Measures: 30 x 30 x 4 cm.

1+

1+

16716

16717

Color Matching

Line Shape

Measures: 30 x 30 x 4,5 cm.

Measures: 30 x 30 x 4 cm.

1+

1+

Sliding Games
Sliding game with different
shapes to train the
movement of the hands
and to develop fine motor
skills.

12

16107

Forest
Measures: 30 x 30 x 4,2 cm.

1+

16702

Circle Puzzle
with Knobs
5 pieces of round shape with big
pegs for better handling. Help
children to understand sequencing
and to match geometric shapes ,
size and color. Each base includes
the corresponding color.
Measures: 30 x 9 x 4,5 cm. Pieces: 6.

1+
16704

Triangle Puzzle
with Knobs

1+
16703

Square Puzzle
with Knobs

1+
13

16214

Funny Shadows
Learn perception and
expressive language. Place
the halves of the cards in a
vertical or horizontal, on the
right or on the left, according
to the shade shape.
Packaging: 20,5 x 19 x 4,5 cm.
Pieces: 36.

18m

Big & Small Attributes
Game for developing the images association, the logical reasoning
and the observation. Lear about sizes and color distinction. Includes
weight, color range, and size attributes. Match the elements on the
boards, you can play individually or in a classroom group. The attributes
allows endless play. Separate and order the objects according to the
proposed attributes. For example, match on the boards, only the red
colored elements. Then classify them by size from largest to smallest and
then select the object with the bigger weight. Packaging: 22,6 x 19 x 4,5
cm. Pieces: 36.

14

Facial Expressions
Amazing game of picture association, observation,
identification, language, mime, communication and
oral expression. It contains 4 templates and 24 wooden
tokens. Packaging: 22,6 x 19 x 4,5 cm. Pieces: 28.

2+

16125

2+

16288

NEW

16160A

Puzzle Temporal
Sequences
It contains 10 puzzles with
sequencial drawings.
Measures: 24 x 12,5 x 6,5
cm. Pieces: 30.

3+

16071

Spinning Tops Animals 6 mod.
Transparent pot including 36 funny colorful tops with
funny animals . Measures: Ø5,3 x 7,5 cm. Pieces: 36.

3+

16305

Fishing Game
Be the first to fish the fishes with the same color
of your rod and count the points you’ve scored.
From 1 to 4 players. It’s real fun!
Measures: 28 x 28 x 12 cm.
Pieces: 25.

3+

16263

3 in a Row
The classic 3 in a row game
but with thick wooden
pieces. Very successful!
Measures: 20,5 x 20,5 x 3 cm.

3+

15

16301

Tangram
7 wooden tangram pieces. Enclosed there are 27 double side
cards with the solution in the back. 54 figures can be created with
this popular game. Measures: 26,5 x 20 x 2 cm.

3+

16338

Magnetic
Shapes Box
Box of colored
magnetic shapes
to create figures.
objects, etc., 24 cards
+ 42 pcs. Measures:
28,6 x 28,6 x 3,8 cm.

3+

16124

Matching Colours & Shapes
Early learning educational game to match and / or associate
by color or geometric shape, depending on the template.
Ideal for the development of the visual perception, hand-eye
coordination and manipulation. Good for inducing to logic,
cause-effect understanding, and reasoning. 18 double-sided
cards. Measures: 26 x 4 x 18,5 cm.

2+
16

NEW

16117

Stacking Tower
Build a fun colored tower. You can
build the tower completely straight
or curved, but will not fall over!
depending on how you place
the different colored pieces..
Measures: 8 x 5 x 20 cm. Pieces: 9.

2+

NEW

16215

Colors Tower
Build the tower mixing
the colored pieces,
roll the dice, try to get
a piece of the same
color and place it
on top of the tower,
but be careful not to
drop the tower or you
will lose the game!. 2
players.
Measures: 8 x 8 x 27 cm.
Pieces: 48.

3+

16201A

Tower of Hanoi
Game invented in 1883 by the French mathematician Édouard Lucas. The target
of the game is to move & stack the entire group of disks to another of the poles ,
following some few & simple rules. Measures: 28 x 9,5 x 10 cm. Pieces: 9.

3+

17

16351

50 Wooden Blocks
50 colorful solid wooden pieces
for free construction. Presented
in cardboard bucket.
Packaging: Ø14,5 x 21 cm.
Pieces: 50.

2+

16370

100 Wooden Blocks
Help develop your child’s creativity with
100 Wooden Blocks. Each piece is chunky
to make it easier for children to pick up and
build their own construction.
Packaging: Ø18,4 x 25 cm. Pieces: 100.

2+

16050

Bolts & Nuts
Learn how to screw on, built
with this magnificent set of 56
geometric pieces.
Packaging: Ø 14,5 x 18 cm.
Pieces: 56.

18

3+

16100

16101

50 Natural Blocks

100 Natural Blocks

50 pieces of natural wooden construction
set. Includes guide with 18 models to build.
Packaging: Ø18 x 18 cm. Pieces: 50.

100 pieces Natural wood construction set.
Includes guide with 18 models to build.
Packaging: Ø 22,5 x 22 cm. Pieces: 100.

2+

2+

16468

16445A

Chunky Numeric Puzzle

Puzzle - Butterfly

Wonderful chunky flat puzzle with 21 pieces to fit. The number of pieces is
printed on the bottom to match the required shape . Pieces increase in height
in accordance with the increasing numbers. Measures: Ø22,7 x 5 cm. Pieces: 21.

Colored puzzle Butterfly with different 14 pieces to insert.
Base of 1 cm thickness. Measures: 21,5 x 19,5 x 2,5 cm.
Pieces: 14.

2+

2+
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16405

My Calendar
Calendar to learn and record the seasons, months, days of the
week, time and daily weather. English Version. It includes supports.
Measures: 45 x 30 x 2 cm.

3+

Children’s Clock
Learn about time, numbers, colors and geometrical shapes with this incredible
clock-puzzle of 4 cm thick and 22 cm of diameter. Measures: Ø22 x 4 cm.

2+

16477

Puzzle Big Pegs - Pond
Funny puzzle with 4 anilmals and a pond. Easy-grip giant
pegs, for the little kids!
Measures: 22,5 x 22,5 x 0,8 cm.

20

16049A

1+

16481

Chunky Puzzle - Circus
Beautiful chunky puzzle Circus designed by Emilie Lapeyre, with
drawings in the base to associate. Very thick pieces that can also be
used as drawing templates and play.
Measures: 30 x 22,5 x 2 cm.

18m

16103 Forest - 8 Pieces.

16105 Vehicles - 7 Pieces.

Puzzles
Chunky puzzles. 1 cm. thickness and
wooden knobs. Measures: 30 x 22,5 x 1 cm.

18m

16104 Safari - 7 Pieces.
16102 Farm - 7 Pieces.

21

16456 Transport - 7 Pieces.
16457 Farm - 8 Pieces.

16452 Garden - 8 Pieces.
16453 Jungle Animals - 8 Pieces.
16451 Train - 10 Pieces.

Puzzle
Pieces puzzle with drawings.
Wooden pins.
Measures: 30 x 22,5 x 1 cm.

22

18m

16461A Farm

16460A Transport

4 Puzzles Diorama
Assemble the 4 puzzles of 12 pieces
each. Join the them according to
the background drawing and make
a nice transport vehicles diorama.
Measure each puzzle: 18 x 12 x 0,5
cm. Measures diorama: 72 x 12 cm.

2+
23

16119

4 Puzzles - Blackboard
Diorama
4 wooden puzzles with blackboard.
Create your own puzzles by painting
with the included colored chalks. Take
the puzzle apart and build it again. Start
with an easy age-appropriate drawings.
Individual or group playing. Measure
each puzzle: 18 x 12 x 0,5 cm. Measures
diorama: 72 x 12 cm. Pieces: 48.

3+

16243A

16353A

Puzzle Turtle

Puzzle Egg - Hen

Funny turtle with an alphabet puzzle learning
how to match lowercase & uppercase letters
and numbers with the number of points.
Measures: 30 x 22,5 x 1 cm. Pieces: 37.

24

NEW

3+

Learn the evolution from the egg to the hen
with these 4 puzzles of superposition with 2,
4, 6 and 9 pieces. 1.5 cm board thickness!
Measures: 18 x 18 x 1,5 cm. Pieces: 22.

2+

16420A

Puzzle - Lacing Shoes
Useful as a puzzle and as a lacing practice learning.
Develops fine motor skills. Measures: 30 x 22 ,5 x 1,3 cm.

3+

Lacing
Play threading. Also can play
matching up by objects, animals
or characters . Very thick pieces.
Includes wood pin and drawstring.
Pieces of 5,5 to 7 cm. Pieces: 12.

3+

16486 Jungle

16487 Vehicles

25

16244A

Bench Pica Colores
A classic colored bench including 8 bars
to hit with the little hammer both sides.
Reversible! Measures: 28,6 x 8 x 12,2 cm.

1+

16322

Bench Strike & Strike
Have fun and strike all the color
bars when they appear.
Measures: 26 x 12,5 x 12,8 cm.
Pieces: 10.

1+

16346

Gyroforms Triangle
4 interchange gears and
interlocking geometric forms.
Measures: 15,5 x 14,5 x 5,5 cm.
Pieces: 14.

26

18m

16349A

Hit & Jump - Animals
Strike and make the animals jump !
Measures: 18,3 x 10,5 x 15 cm.

1+

16321A

Hit & Jump - Safari
Strike hard and make the
animals jump!.
Measures: 18,3 x 10,5 x 15 cm.

16342A

Bus Pop Up

1+

Put the character to the place
that matches with its colour. Press
it and you’ll see it jumping!.
Measures: 17,5 x 7,5 x 14 cm.

1+

27

16467
16238

Xylophone Colores
Nice wooden xilophone to play your
first musical notes and learn about
music.
Measures: 31 x 23 x 4 cm.

Hit & Xylophone Tiger
Tiger multifunction musical bench
strike balls & xylophone.
Measures: 24,3 x 14 x 15,5 cm.

18m

18m

16333

Display Mini Wire Labyrinths
- 6 mod.
Display mini wire laberinths . That game is
specially designed to develop fine motor
skills and perception of shapes, numbers and
colors. Labyrinth measures: Ø9 x 12,5 cm.
Packaging: 33,5 x 22 x 14 cm. Pieces: 6 .

1+
28

16256A

Wire Forms Maze
Handling game specially
designed to develop fine
motor skills and perception of
shapes, numbers and colors.
Includes suction cups.
Measures: 23 x 19 x 13 cm.

18m

16422

Garden Bead Maze
Build an imaginative story, with this wooden garden.
Create your garden with those flowers & trees. Play with
the funny sliding ladybird.
Measures: 20 x 13 x 19 cm.

1+

16035

Train Multicolor
Colorful train with 15 pieces to fit
and stack up.
Measures: 45 x 8 x 14 cm.
Pieces: 15.

2+
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16347

Pull Along Gussy
Colorful pull along Gussy
with 70 cm. cord. and
articulated body.
Measures: 33,5 x 6,2 x 7 cm.

18m

16356

Pull Along Hen
+ 2 Chicks
Funny pull along hen and
2 chicks with 70 cm cord.
Pieces of 2 cm thick!
Measures: 36 x 5,5 x 13,5 cm.

18m

16361

Pull Along Giraffe
Pull along of vivid colours
, very stable & including 8
rolling gears which can be
used to play with the giraffe.
Measures: 19 x 7,5 x 19 cm.

18m

16364

Kid’s Cellphone
Fashion design. Push any key
and also the green one to hear
the calling sound.
Measures: 14,5 x 5,7 x 2,3 cm.

1+
30

16348

Parking
Garage with lift, car wash, gas station, helioport
and access ramp to the 1st floor. Includes
3 vehicles and 1 helicopter. Unnasembled.
Measures: 28 x 40 x 25,5 cm.

16002

3+

Big
Box Beads
Design and build your own
jewelery with this fantastic set of
wooden beads.
Packaging: 13,8 x 13,8 x 7,6 cm.
Pieces: 400.

3+

16000A

Jewelry Beads - Butterflies
Design and build your own jewelery with colored
beads and butterflies. Includes 181 beads, 8
butterflies and colored threads. Packaging: 25 x 25 x
4,5 cm. Pieces: 189.

6+
16309A

Jewelry Beads - Flowers
Design and build your own jewelery with colored beads and
flowers. 189 pcs. Packaging: 25 x 25 x 4,5 cm. Pieces: 189.

6+

31

16314

Kitchen Funny
6 pcs. of kitchenware included.- Clock with
moving arrows.- Doors open and close.- Knobs
turn and click.- Convenient storage space
under the sink.- Removable sink for quick and
easy cleanup.- Smart, sturdy construction.Packaged with detailed, step-by-step
assembly instruction.
Height from floor to sink: 47,5 cm.
Measures: 53,5 x 29,5 x 83 cm.

3+

16329

Chef’s Apron Set
Cooking set Chef. Includes apron, hat and
gloves. Length: 55 cm. Measures: 55 x 40 cm.

3+

16424

Blue Kitchen
Knobs turn and make a click sound. Removable sink for
an easy cleanup. 7 pieces of kitchenware included. This
traditional design and colors will recall mom and dad
of their own childhood. Large enough to let a couple of
children play at once. Sturdy construction. Height from the
ground to the sink: 46 cm. Measures: 54 x 24 x 66 cm.
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3+

16415

Grey Kitchen
8 pcs. included. All the knobs
turn & make click sound. Large
storage space under the sink.
Removable sink for an easy
cleanup. Height from the
floor to the sink: 46 cm. Total
measures: 59,5 x 29,5 x 75,5
cm. Large enough to let a 2
children play at once.
Measures: 59,5 x 29,5 x 75,5 cm.

3+

16414

Red Kitchen
8 pcs. included. All the knobs
turn & make click sound. Large
storage space under the sink.
Removable sink for an easy
cleanup. Height from the
floor to the sink: 46 cm. Total
measures: 59,5 x 29,5 x 75,5
cm. Large enough to let a 2
children play at once.
Measures: 59,5 x 29,5 x 75,5 cm.

3+
33

16312

3+

Modular Refrigerator Lilac
It has 2 huge compartments, fridge and freezer.
Measures: 39 x 33 x 80 cm.

16310

Modular Cooker Pink
Very suitable for intensive use by children.
Measures: 39 x 33 x 60 cm.

16311

Modular Sink Green
It’s a long lasting sink with a storage cupboard and
of modern design and a knob with click sound.
Measures: 39 x 33 x 60 cm.

16306

My Cooker

34

A sturdy cooker with 4
burners, 4 control knobs
with sound and an oven
with transparent door. Very
suitable for intensive use by
children. Measures: 40 x 36
x 54 cm.

16015

16307

Refrigerator

My Sink

A sturdy refrigerator with
modern design. It has 2
compartments, fridge and
freezer. Measures: 40 x 36 x
92 cm.

It’s a long lasting sink, of
high quality. It has a storage
cupboard. Very suitable for
intensive use by children.
Measures: 40 x 36 x 54 cm.

16355

Kitchen Europe
This cute wooden kitchen is made with te purpose to give many hours of fun to toddlers.
Height from floor to sink: 44 cm. Measures: 60 x 30 x 80 cm.

3+

16298

Flower Bed
White wooden bed with
floral decorations. Reversible
mattress and pillow.
Measures: 57 x 31 x 31 cm.

3+

16480

My Breakfast
Cookies, milk, toast with fried egg... Play to
prepare a fantastic breakfast with this tray and
all its accessories. Measures: 35 x 25 x 5,5 cm.
Pieces: 14.

18m
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16219A

16290A

Small Meals

Meals Fruits

It contains fruits, vegetables, eggs, bread, etc., plus
a wooden board and 2 knives for learning how to
cut and join again the different parts as many times
as you wish. Packaging: 21,5 x 14 x 6 cm. Pieces: 10.

Enjoy cutting and joining the pieces
of these fruits as often as you want.
Symbolic play. Packaging: 21 x 14 x 6
cm. Pieces: 10.

18m

18m

16403

16402

Little Tray Meal

Little Tray Fruits

Have fun cutting with a knife
and attaching the pieces of the
fish, lemon, carrot & mushroom.
Measures: 21,4 x 15 x 3 cm. Pieces: 10.

36

18m

Have fun cutting with a knife and
attaching the several fruits included :
banana, watermelon, pear & strawberry.
Measures: 21,4 x 15 x 3 cm. Pieces: 10.

18m

16010

Finger Puppets
12 funny finger puppets of
different characters to play the
most famous tales. Measures:
13 cm. Pieces: 12.

3+

16041A

Finger Puppets

16011

12 funny finger puppets.
Measures: 13 cm.
Pieces: 12.

Finger
Puppets
Display

Magnetic Theater
Funny magnetic theater which includes
15 characters and 4 different tales to play
with: “Little red hood”, “The three little
pigs”, “Cinderella” and “Pinocchio”.
Measures: 32 x 15 x 20,5 cm. Pieces: 27.

3+

Pinocchio
The three little pigs

16005

Measures: 15 x 15 x 38 cm.

Cinderella

La Caperucita

3+

16203

Magnetic Easel
Nice easel for drawing, to paint and
to place the magnetic letters and
numbers on it (not included). With
eraser, chalks and marker.
Measures: 42 x 30 x 1,5 cm.

3+

16030

Magnetic Faces
Play and have fun with many different faces.
Stick the eyes, nose, eyebrows, mouth, hair and
accessories to make original characters. You
can follow the models of the 12 cards included
or create your own designs of funny faces.
Packaging: 26 x 20 x 4,5 cm.
Pieces: 93.
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3+

16027

Magnetic Jungle
Play and have fun with these
magnetic animals and jungle
characters, placing them on the
decorative scenes. Connect the two
scenes to create a nice diorama.
You can also play with the animals/
character on any magnetic surface.
Packaging: 26 x 20 x 4,5 cm.
Pieces: 17.

3+

16028

Magnetic House
Play and have fun with these
household objects and
characters, placing them
on the decorative scenes.
Connect the two scenes to
create a nice house diorama.
Packaging: 26 x 20 x 4,5 cm.
Pieces: 37.

3+
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16020

20 Magnetic Vehicles - 8 cm.
cm .

16019

20 Magnetic Animals - 8 cm.

Set of public service vehicles, Formula 1, bicycles,
cranes, trucks, tractors, etc. to put on any
magnetic surface.
Approximate measure of the piece: 8 cm.
Pieces: 20.

18m

Set of domestic animals, wildlife, marine animals, insects, farm animals to stick on any
magnetic surface. Approximate measure of the piece: 8 cm. Pieces: 20.

18m

16202

Magnetic Letters & Numbers
Box including magnetic letters and numbers.
Develops language. Includes symbols to learn
how to add, substract, multiply and divide.
Packaging: 20,6 x 19 x 4,5 cm.
Pieces: 75.

3+

16058

Magnetic Decor Letters & Numbers
Box containing decorated magnetic letters and
numbers. It includes the signs of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division. Ideal for metal surfaces.
Packaging: 20,6 x 19 x 4,5 cm. Pieces: 75.
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3+

